
Big Bag Handling

Advanced weighers and weighing systems for static, dynamic and continuous weighing



Big-bag weighing unit for filling - general

The Big-bag weighing unit from Jesma can be used for various product types, such as 
feedstuff, flours, pellets, granulates, wood pellets a.s.o.

The big-bag unit for filling is an electronic weighing system specially designed for 
filling and weighing big-bags. The weigher consists of a valve, a bag clamp, a frame for 
lifting and lowering of the bag, a driven roller path (weighing section), a blower, a flap 
box and a rack.
The inlet is through the valve, which is pneumatically operated. The valve controls and 
stops the intake of the material flow.-Use only the appropriate bags for the bag clamp. 
The arms on the bag clamp are activated / closed via the capacitive sensors on each 
side of the filling tube.

Functional description

The big-bag is raised 600 mm above the pallet and is filled with air from the blower, 
before the product is filled into the bag.
Upon the blowing and the start filling, the flap box changes from blower to desuction.
When the bag is filled with approx. 100 kg material, it is lowered down to the pallet, 
and upon fine dosing the bag clamp stops and opens securing it will have no impact 
on the weighing process.
When weighing is done, the bag clamp is lifted to the top and the roller path starts 
and bag is moving onwards in the process.
Afterwards the bag clamp is again lowered to working height for mounting of a new 
bag.
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            RELIABLE ACCURACY
How does the weighing unit function

•	 The operator places the bag on the bag clamp. 
•	 The operator hands will affect the two sensors, which closes the bag clamps and hereafter starts the weighing cycle.
•	 The bag clamp is lifted 600 mm by means of the air cylinder and is thereby hanging free of roller path and pallet.
•	 The blow motor starts and the bag is filled with air in approx. 8-10 secs.
•	 The feeding valve opens the coarse dosing function.
•	 The blow motor stops and suction is activated.
•	 The bag sinks onto the pallet when filled with approx. 100-150 kg and the  

plastic bag / inner liner is now filled with product in all corners.
•	 When the weigher reaches the fine dosing limit, the bag clamp opens  

and suction stops.
•	 When load value is reached, the fine dosing closes and the bag clamp  

is lifted by the air cylinder.
•	 The bag is now ready for transportation. 
•	 The roller path starts if there is room on the following roller path.
•	 When the pallet is removed, the bag clamp is lowered and is ready  

for new bag in operator working height.

Charge size: 1500 kg  
Division: 500 g



Big-bag filling unit- general

The JesBag-1000 big-bag filling solution is a complete unit designed for filling and 
weighing big-bags. The system consists of a pallet magazine, roller conveyor, big bag 
filling station incl. weighing of the bags and a storage conveyor for up to 16 filled bags. 
The unit is delivered complete with electrical control. It can be used for various product 
types, such as feedstuff, flours, pellets, granulates, wood pellets etc.

Functional description

The pallet is released from the pallet magazine and stops at the weighing unit. The 
operator places the 4 strops on the pneumatic hooks and the bag nozzle is fixed by 
the clamp by activating the sensors on each side of the bag clamp.
For safety reason the bag clamp can only be activated when both sensors are 
activated. When the bag has been placed correctly, the system is operational and can 
be activated on the control panel. The big-bag is raised 600 mm above the pallet and 
is filled with air before the product is filled into the bag. When the big bag is almost 
full it will be lowered onto the pallet and the vibration bottom will vibrate the material 
in the bag, so air is eliminated and there is room for more material. The bag is again 
lifted and the filling is continued until the desired weight is reached.
When the weighing is done, the bag clamp and the strops are released. The roller 
conveyor starts and the bag moves onwards in the process.

Control system

The Big bag filling unit is delivered with a complete control unit with a weight control 
type IT 8000 BAG.
The operator can control the entire filling sequence from the control panel on the 
platform.
During normal operation, the operator starts the sequence by pressing “start bagging”, 
when the pallet is in place the operator attaches the straps and the nozzle in place. 
When placed correctly the operator must press “safety curtain acknowledge” to 
activate the filling sequence.
To ensure an accurate weighing the control unit has a signal for both course- and fine 
dosing.
When the filling is complete the operator can close the bag and start the filling 
sequence for a new big bag.
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            RELIABLE ACCURACY

Technical specifications

The Big bag filling system can be delivered as a complete system incl. pallet magazine and subsequent roller conveyor for storing up 
to 16 filled big bags. The system has an hourly capacity from 20 to 50 big bags per hour depending on the size of the big bags.
The pallet magazine and the conveyor system can be equipped to handle different pallet sizes if required. 

When the system is ready for mounting a new big bag, the filling unit is lowered and the mounting brackets for the back straps are 
moved to the front, so the mounting can be done in an easy and safe manor for the operator.
The nozzle can thereafter be mounted by simultaneous activation of the two switches on each side of the bag clamp. 
After the filling of the big bag is completed the bag nozzle and the straps are released automatically. 
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